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Study on Power Assist Control of Push Cart Robot
with Wheel-Side Encoder
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Push cart robot is one of the robots which utilize the idea of backdrivability and is expected to be used in various
industrial fields. The geared wheel units of the push cart robot used in the experiment are modeled by two inertia
system, and they have wheel side encoders at the gear. This study focuses on building control mechanism to improve
the usability of the push cart robot. It is preferred to be pushed with smaller force, and to prevent the load on it from
slipping. Impedance control is applied to make the robot easier to be pushed with smaller force. However, it can result
in letting the load on the robot slip, causing it to drop. To prevent this, we propose friction force observer to observe
the friction force between the load and the robot. It detect the switch of static friction and kinetic friction to detect the
slip of the load. Effectiveness of both impedance control and friction force observer is demonstrated by simulations
and experiments.
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1. Introduction

Recently, robots are working in various fields, such as in-
dustry, surgery, and nursing care (1) (2). Robots, especially mo-
bile robots, often make contacts with human each other (3).
Thus, there are many studies to improve backdrivability (4) to
prevent danger occurred by the contacts (5) (6).

Push cart robot is one of the robotic applications where high
backdrivability is required. A push cart robot is expected to
be used in various industries to carry loads (7).

The purpose of this study is to improve the usability of the
push cart robot in two ways. First, it is preferred to be pushed
with smaller force. We discuss impedance control to achieve
this goal. Second, it should prevent it’s load from slipping
and dropping. Friction observer is proposed to realize this.

Characteristics and model of push cart robot used in exper-
iments is presented in Section II. In Section III, power assist
control using impedance control is proposed and it’s effec-
tiveness is demonstrated by simulation and experimental re-
sults. Section IV shows the model of push cart robot with
load on it, and friction force observer is proposed to prevent
the slip of the load, verified with simulations and experiment.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.

2. Push Cart Robot

In this section, the characteristics and model of push cart
robot are explained. Mechanical parameters of the wheels are
derived by parameter identification.

2.1 Characteristics and the model of the Push Cart
Robot

Push cart robot used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. It
is made to carry the load, by controlling the velocity of the
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(a) Overall view

(b) Wheels

Fig. 1. Appearance of push cart robot

wheels. The push cart robot has two front wheels and one
rear wheel. Front wheels are driving wheels which have mo-
tors to move the robot, while the rear wheel is non-driving
wheel and is used to measure the velocity of cart body.

Front wheels with harmonic gears (9) are modeled by two-
inertia system (8). They have wheel-side encoders which were
used to be difficult to mount due to limitation of space (10).
They also have torque sensors to measure torsion torque (11).
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the push cart robot

In the handle of the push cart robot, force sensor is included
to measure external pushing force by the pusher. Block Dia-
gram of this robot including slip factor is shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Parameters of the Push Cart Robot
Physical parameters of the push cart robot are shown in

Tab. 1. To identify the mechanical parameter of the wheels,
parameter identification shown in Fig. 3 is executed. In this
identification, chirp signal is put as the input of motor torque
TM . The frequency response from TM to motor angular
velocity ωM and wheel angular velocity ωW are measured.
Identified mechanical parameters are shown in Tab. 2.

In Fig. 2, Ts, Td are torsion torque, driving torque, Vω , V
are rear wheel angular velocity, cart velocity, and Fh, Fd are
external pushing force and driving force. µ and λ are friction
coefficient and slip ratio of the wheel (12), and have relation
shown in Fig. 4, while braking is not considered. N is nor-
mal force exerted from each front wheels.

Table 1. Parameters of the push cart robot

Parameter 　 Value
Wheel radius r 0.05 m

Push cart mass ma 30.6 kg
Reduction rate of gear Rg 31

Table 2. Identified parameters

Parameter 　 Value Unit
Motor side inertia JM 5.5e-6 kg·m2

Motor side viscosity coefficient BM 5.0e-4 N·m/(rad/s)
Torque stiffness coefficient K 1950 N·m/rad

Wheel side inertia JW 6.0e-4 kg·m2

Wheel side viscosity coefficient BW 8.5e-2 N·m/(rad/s)

3. Impedance Control of the Push Cart Robot to
Improve Backdrivability

Main goal of the push cart robot is to carry the load. It
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(b) TM to ωW

Fig. 3. Frequency responses
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Fig. 4. Relation between slip ratio and friction coeffi-
cient of the wheel

is desired that the pusher do not feel it heavy, regardless the
weight of the load. Impedance control is applied to enable
push cart robot to move with smaller pushing force.

3.1 Overview of Impedance Control
Impedance control is a control method to adjust position

and force of mechanical system by controlling mechanical
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impedance such as mass and damper of the robot (13). Here,
we use velocity reference based on virtual mass Mi and vir-
tual damper Bi, which is lighter than actual mass and damper,
making it easier to push with smaller force. Block diagram
of impedance control is shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 Simulation of Impedance Control
Simulation of impedance control shown in Fig. 5 is per-

formed. Here, we use P-controller as a velocity controller.
Simulation conditions are given below. External force Fh is
put as a step signal.

Simulation result is shown in Fig. 6. It is indicated that by
lightening virtual mass and virtual damper, push cart moves
faster, in condition of same pushing force.

Table 3. Simulation conditions
　 Without Control With Control
Fh 50 N 50 N
Mi No control 10 kg
Bi No control 100 N/(m/s)

3.3 Experiment of Impedance Control
Experiment of impedance control shown in Fig. 5 is con-

ducted. Here, steel plate with mass of 10 kg is used as a load.
Other experimental conditions are given below.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen
that with impedance control, the push cart robot moved faster
while the pushing force is weaker.

Table 4. Experimental conditions

　 Case 1 Case 2
Actual Mass M 40.6 kg 40.6 kg

Fh Push by hand Push by hand
Mi No control 10 kg
Bi No control 100 N/(m/s)

3.4 Result Analysis of Impedance Control
For further analysis, we estimated mass and damper felt

by the pusher, defined by Mf and Bf , using recursive least-
squares (RLS) algorithm (14). Here, pushing force Fh, cart ve-
locity V and cart acceleration aa of the time t is presented
by F (t)，V (t) and aa(t) in form of column vector. Using
xi(t) = [aa V ], covariance matrix Γ(t) and forgetting factor
λ, θ(t) = [Mf (t) Bf (t)] is estimated by equation below.

Γ(t) =
1

λ

(
Γ(t− 1)− Γ(t− 1) ∗ xt

i(t) ∗ xi(t) ∗ Γ(t− 1)

λ+ xi(t) ∗ Γ(t− 1) ∗ xt
i(t)

)
(1)

θ(t) = θ(t− 1) +
Γ(t− 1) ∗ xt

i(t) ∗ {F (t)− xi(t) ∗ θ(t− 1)}
λ+ xi(t) ∗ Γ(t− 1) ∗ xt

i(t)
(2)

Using initial value Γ(t) = 1e + 6 and λ = 0.995, Mf (t)
and Bf (t) derived by (1) with Mi = 10 and Bi = 100 is
shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that value of Mf (t) and Bf (t)
is getting close to set Mi and Bi, being updated by the RLS.

Velocity

Controller

Plant

Fig. 5. Block diagram of impedance control
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Fig. 6. Simulation result of impedance control

4. Friction Force Observer to Prevent the Slip of
the Load

Impedance control enabled the robot to move with smaller
pushing force. However, this may cause the slip of the load
on the push cart robot, and end up with dropping the load.
Goal of the push cart robot is to carry the load to the desired
place, and it is necessary to prevent the load from slipping
and dropping.

Model of the push cart robot with load is discussed, and
then friction force observer is proposed to prevent the slip of
the load.

4.1 Modeling of Friction
When there is a load on the push cart, the push cart take

not only pushing force and driving force but also the friction
force between the cart and the load. Model of the push cart
robot is depicted in Fig. 9, with the friction force considered.
f is the friction force exerted by the load. f is expressed

by below, while µs, µk, mb and ab are coefficient of static
friction, kinetic friction, mass and acceleration of load, re-
spectively.

f =

{
mbab (mbab ≤ µsmbg)
µkmbg (mbab > µsmbg)

· · · · · · · · · · · · (3)

Here, µsmbg is the maximum static friction. In case of
f = µkmbg, kinetic friction is working and the load on the
push cart is slipping (15). Friction force observer is proposed
to observe the friction force and to prevent the load from slip-
ping.

4.2 Friction Force Observer
When the friction force f excessed maximum static friction

µsmbg and turned into µkmbg, the load can be defined as
slipping. Thus, the friction force must not exceed the maxi-
mum static friction to prevent the slip of the load. Practically,

3
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(b) Push cart velocity V

Fig. 7. Experiment of impedance control

µs, µk and even mb may be unknown, so the friction force f
should be estimated without the information of these param-
eters.

Here, we assume that only the pushing force Fh, the driving
force Fd, and the friction force f work to the push cart robot.
The equation of motion of push cart robot is given as follows;

maaa = Fh + 2Fd − f, (4)

where aa is acceleration of push cart robot. Filtering (4) by
LPF with cutoff frequency of fc, estimated friction force f̂ is
derived by

f̂ =
2πfc

s+ 2πfc
(Fh + 2F̂d −maaa). (5)

For Fd used in (5), estimated driving force F̂d derived by the
driving force observer shown below is used (16).

F̂d =
1

r
{Ts − (JW s+BW )ωW } (6)

Block diagram of the proposed friction force observer is
shown in Fig. 10. Wheel angular velocity ωW and torsion
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Fig. 9. Model of push cart robot and friction

torque Ts uses value measured by wheel side encoder and
torque sensor, which are part of main characteristics of this
push cart robot. aa is derived by differentiating push cart
speed V , measured by encoder in rear wheel.

4.3 Simulation of Friction Force Observer
4.3.1 Estimating the Friction Force
In this simulation, ramp signal of 50 N is used as Fh and

impedance control of Mi = 10 kg, Bi = 0 N/(m/s) is ap-
plied. Other simulation conditions are listed below.

Simulation result is shown in Fig. 11(a). The friction ob-
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of friction force observer

served by the proposed observer precisely follows the actual
friction. It is clearly observed that the friction has switched
from static friction to kinetic friction at t = 1.2 s.

From this result, it is indicated that the value of the friction
force changes discontinuously in the switch between static
friction and kinetic friction, causing the slip of the load. Dif-
ferential of the estimated friction force is shown in Fig. 11(b),
used in the next section to detect the slip.

Table 5. Simulation conditions
Parameter 　 Value

Load mass mb 10 kg
Static friction coefficient µs 0.2

Kinetic friction coefficient µk 0.1

Cutoff frequency of the LPF fc 20 Hz

4.3.2 Preventing the slip of the load using Friction
Force Observer

In this simulation, slip of the load is prevented using fric-
tion force observer. When the friction differential shown in
Fig. 11(b) fell below the threshold −500, acceleration of the
push cart is saved. That acceleration is used as the acceler-
ation limit in the velocity control to prevent the slip. Other
simulation conditions are same as before.

First, acceleration of the cart and the load without the ac-
celeration limit is shown in Fig. 12(a). Cart acceleration aa
and load acceleration ab differ after t = 1.2 s, indicating the
slip of the load.

Then, acceleration of the cart and the load with the accelera-
tion limit using friction force observer is shown in Fig. 12(b).
aa and ab coincides, showing that slip is prevented.

4.4 Experiment of Friction Force Observer
Steel plate with mass of 10 kg is used as the load, and

the push cart is moved by velocity control, instead of push-
ing it by hand. To make the load slippery, same steel plate
is fixed on the cart as a foundation and the load is put on the
plate. Case with the load slipping and load not slipping is
compared, differed by reference signal of the motor angular
velocity, as shown in Fig. 13. Other experimental conditions
are listed below.

Experiment result is shown in Fig. 14. Positive peak is
seen at t = 0.3 s which might represent the slip, but there are
several noises and disturbance in this experiment, so further
improvement is needed.

5. Conclusion
We discussed the impedance control to push the push cart

robot by smaller force, and proposed the friction force ob-
server to prevent the load from slipping. Simulation showed
effectiveness of both the impedance control and the friction
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Fig. 11. Simulation of friction force observer

Table 6. Experimental conditions

　 No Slip With Slip
ma 40.6 kg 40.6 kg
mb 10 kg 10 kg

Gradient of ωMref 600 700

force observer, while experiment of the friction force ob-
server had problems.

Impedance control has room for further research, such as
to realize stable run even on slopes and hills, or to detect the
contact other than the user to prevent accident during the use.

The friction force observer needs improvement to observe
friction more exactly, and to actually use the data of friction
to prevent the slip. Further consideration of velocity refer-
ence could be made, to realize faster transportation of the
load, and more comfortable use for user.
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